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b¿ decay of 61Ga
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The mirrorb1 decay of61Ga was investigated by means ofb- andg-ray spectrometry at the ISOLDE-PSB
facility using laser ionization and mass separation. The results for the61Ga half-life and theQEC value are
168~3! ms and 9255~50! keV, respectively. Theb-decay strength to the ground and low-lying excited states of
the daughter61Zn was deduced. The experimental results are in a good agreement with large-scale shell-model
calculations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

According to the experimentally proved conserved vec
current~CVC! hypothesis the Fermi~F! b decay is expected
to have a constant strength for analog transitions for a gi
isospin multiplet, independent of the nuclear structure. T
situation is quite different for the Gamow-Teller streng
B(GT), which depends on a product of the GT-matrix e
ment^st& and the axial-vector constantga . The presence o
the nuclear environment results in renormalization of
free-nucleonga axial-vector constant, determined by th
neutronb decay. The GT-matrix element also varies fro
nucleus to nucleus. It is thus a challenge to calculate
strengths for the GT transitions with the same high accur
as of for the F decay@1#, as well as to disentangle the matr
element from the axial-vector constant from the experim
tally measuredB(GT). The measurement ofb decays ofT
51/2 mirror nuclei, characterized by a mixture of fast F a
allowed GT transitions, gives a unique opportunity to stu
the Gamow-Tellerb decay between isobaric analog state

Since the strength of the F transitions is constant for m
ror transitions, theB(GT) strength can be evaluated ve
accurately and compared with theoretical calculations. T
similarity of the wave functions for members of mirror do
blets simplify theoretical calculations. Studies of mirror n
clei can therefore be used to test various theoretical mo
related to, e.g., spin-isospin excitation modes. Moreover,
accurate measurements of theb-decay strength and the mag
netic moments of the mirror states would allow one to eva
ate the effective axial-vector constant in a given nucleus@2#.

In this context the expansion of our knowledge of mirr
decays for the heaviest available mirror nuclei in thefp shell
is of significant importance. These studies are also becom
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increasingly important in the context of recent progress
large-scale shell-model calculations, which at present are
tended up to theA565 mass region@3,4#. The GT-matrix
elements of mirror decays have been measured with h
accuracy in thefp shell from 41Sc up to 55Ni @5–12#. Infor-
mation on the GT strength was obtained for heavier nucle
the fp shell @13–16#. This paper reports on a new measur
ment of the mirror b1 decay of the 61Ga nucleus (Z
531,N530).

Excited levels of the daughter nucleus61Zn are well
known from reaction studies@17,18# and in-beam spectros
copy experiments@19–22#. The half-life of 61Ga, produced
in fragmentation reactions, was measured with 20% accur
by Winger et al. @23#. The first spectroscopic details of th
61Gab1 decay were later obtained at the GSI On-Line Ma
Separator@14#. However, as a result of the lack of chemic
selectivity, that experiment suffered from strong61Zn and
61Cu isobaric contaminations, resulting in a limited accura
for the measurement. The present study used resonance
ionization of Ga inside the ion source combined w
on-line mass separation at the ISOLDE high-resolution m
separator~HRS!.

II. EXPERIMENT

Neutron-deficient gallium isotopes were produced in sp
lation reactions induced by a pulsed beam of 1.4 GeV p
tons with an average proton current of 2mA coming from
the CERN PS-Booster and impinging on a zirconium ox
target (8 g/cm2 of Zr!. The reaction products diffuse from
the heated target chamber (T'1850 °C) and are guided to
niobium ionizer tube. Ionization of Ga atoms was perform
using the Resonance Ionization Laser Ion Source~RILIS!
described in Refs.@24,25#. A two-step ionization scheme
used for the production of gallium ions@26# was applied. In
this scheme an atom is excited from the 4s24p2P1/2 ground
state to the 4s24d2D3/2 ~287.42 nm! excited state following a
second excitation step to the continuum. The first excitat
step was provided by a tunable pulsed dye laser, where

te
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required ultraviolet radiation was created by frequency d
bling in a nonlinear BBO crystal. Pumping of the dye lase
and the final second excitation step was obtained by cop
vapor lasers with wavelengths of 511 nm and 578 nm, op
ating at a pulse repetition rate of 11 kHz. The laser bea
shine into the ion-source cavity, which consists of a tungs
tube of 30 mm length and 3 mm inner diameter. The aver
laser beam power delivered to the ion source was 100
and 8 W for the first and second steps, respectively.
efficiency of ionization for Ga was measured in previo
off-line experiments, reaching a maximum value of 21
Since the ionization threshold for Ga atoms is relatively l
~6.11 eV!, thermal ionization of gallium takes place as we
in a hot cavity. The selectivity of the RILIS is consequen
defined as the ratio of laser-ionized to thermally ionized
oms. During the run the selectivity varied from 10 to 20.

After leaving the ion-source cavity the ions are accel
ated by a 60 kV voltage and mass separated using the H
which has a typical mass-resolution of 5000. The mass s
rated ions were implanted into a movable tape in order
remove long-lived daughter activities (61Zn, T1/251.5 min
and 61Cu, T1/253.4 h). The tape was moved every 7 s. T
implantation chamber and detector setup were similar
those described in Ref.@27#. The implantation point was sur
rounded by 125mm Kapton windows transparent to high
energyb particles. Four 1.5-mm-thick plastic detectors we
positioned close to the Kapton windows for detection ofb
particles. The scintillation light from the plastic detecto
was guided using optical fibers to two photomultipliers p
detector. The signals from the photomultipliers were am
fied and fast time signals generated. Only coincidences
tween time signals from two photomultipliers of the sam
detector were considered as a true detection of ab particle.
This allows for an almost complete reduction of rando
electronic noise and provides a high detection efficien
Two Ge detectors of 75% and 50% relative efficiency w
also positioned in close geometry around the implanta
point. The signals were digitized and data collected b
VME-based data acquisition system~DAQ!. The efficiency
of the b and g detectors was measured using49Cr, 36K,
50Mn, 64Ga, and80Rb sources collected on line, correspon
ing to a broad energy range of emittedb and g rays. The
b-detector efficiency was measured by comparing sing
and b-gated Ge-detector spectra and was found to
32~3!%. It is of special importance that the on-line sourc
had the same geometry as the investigated61Ga source and
that all the used on-line sources were positron emitters; t
the measuredg efficiency is effected by the summing wit
the 511 keV annihilationg ray in the same way. The inten
sity of the on-line sources was kept low to avoid dead-ti
effects. The beam gate had a duration of 150 ms, wit
delay of 5 ms after the proton pulse impact on the target.
measured yield of61Ga was of the order of 10 ions/mC ~50
ions per a proton pulse! corresponding to about 15 counts
the b detectors per proton pulse. Even without laser ioni
tion the spectrum was dominated by radiation from61Ga.
This is due to the low ionization potential for Ga as co
pared to Cu and Zn, the beam gate being optimized on
04432
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release and half-life of61Ga and the efficient removal o
long-lived activity by the tape-transport system.

III. RESULTS

The pure61Ga beam consequently allowed for an accur
measurement of the half-life. The time spectrum of theb
detectors is shown in Fig. 1. The spectrum was collec
during 12 h using a time stamp module measuring the de
time between the proton-pulse impact and the arrival o
trigger signal in the DAQ. In Fig. 1, one can observe the 1
ms implantation time and the following decay. A small fra
tion of ions was implanted next to the tape and was
removed. This background from the nonremoved daugh
activity is basically constant on the time scale presented
Fig. 1 @T1/2(

61Zn)51.5 min#. The decay part of the time
spectrum can thus be fitted with a simple exponential an
constant background term. The fit results in a61Ga half-life
of 168~3! ms. Theb-gatedg spectrum is shown in Fig. 2
The spectrum corresponds to a prompt time window of 6
ms after a proton pulse. The delayed background, for ev
occurring later than 1 s after proton pulse, was subtract
from the prompt spectrum. The background subtraction w
adjusted in order to compensate for the 475 keV61Zn tran-
sition. In this way the subtraction also clears the 756 k

FIG. 1. Time spectrum for theb-detector trigger. The exponen
tial fit of the decay is also shown.

FIG. 2. b-gated Ge spectrum corresponding to a prompt ti
window less than 600 ms after proton-pulse impact under the c
dition of anticoincidence with an adjacentb detector. The back-
ground corresponding to a time window starting after 1 s was s
tracted. Theb1-delayedg transitions of61Ga are indicated.
1-2
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peak from a weak contamination of the 752 keV61Zn tran-
sition. The spectrum was taken under the condition that nb
particle be detected in one of theb detectors adjacent to a G
detector, thus avoiding the possibility ofb-g summing.
Some of theg transitions in Fig. 2 are observed for the fir
time in 61Ga b1 decay, although all of them have been r
ported in in-beam experiments@19–22#. None of these tran-
sitions were observed in the background spectrum given
the delayed time window. Some weaker transitions~the 295,
337, 632, and 1362 keV transitions!, which according to in-
beam spectroscopy studies@19,20# are expected in the
b1-delayedg spectrum of61Ga, were not observed. Neithe
were observed theg rays from the excited levels of60Cu,
indicating a rather lowb-delayed proton emission probabi
ity. A summary for the relative intensities of the studiedg
transition is presented in Table I together with results fr
the previous experiment@14#.

A special effort was made to measure theQEC value. A
separate detector setup was used for this measurement
ions were similarly implanted into a movable tape.
500 mm Si detector and a 20-mm-thick low-energy Ge d
tector ~LEGe! were positioned in close geometry surroun
ing the implantation point, inside and respectively outside
the vacuum chamber. The energy spectrum of the LEGe
tector was collected under the condition of coincidence
tween the Si and LEGe detector. Theb1-decay scheme an
the QEC of 61Ga are expected to be close to those of62Ga.
On the other hand, the production rate of62Ga
('1000 at/mC) is two orders of magnitude higher than th
of 61Ga. It is thus attractive to use the positron energy sp
trum from the62Ga decay as a reference for the61Ga decay.
The corresponding energy spectra of62Ga and61Ga are pre-
sented in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!. They were collected during 2
and 12 h, respectively. The spectra were measured for
prompt events within 600 ms after a proton pulse, and
delayed background window was subtracted the same wa
described above. The summing of positrons and 511 keg
rays in the LEGe detector is the same for the62Ga and61Ga
sources. The slight difference in the spectra may arise f
the summing of positrons and theg rays from the weakly

TABLE I. The relative intensities of the investigatedg rays. The
results from the previous study are also presented@14#.

Eg ~keV! Rel. int. ~this experiment! Rel. intensity~@14#!

88 1.0060.16 1.0060.28
124 0.6260.11 0.4860.12
295.5 <0.02
330 0.0460.01
337.5 <0.02
418 0.7260.12 0.4060.06
520 0.0960.02
633 <0.01
756 0.4460.08 0.3260.05
850 0.0660.02
938 0.2160.04 <0.04
1362 <0.005 <0.05
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populated excited levels of61Zn. Taking the measured
branching ratios to the excited levels of61Zn ~Fig. 4! and
estimating the totalg-detection efficiency of the LEGe de
tector as the detector’s solid angle from the implantat
point the probability of such summing can be evaluated
less than 0.5%. Moreover, the end point of the positron sp
tra should not change due to such summing, since the lo
maximal energy of a positron decaying to an excited leve
exactly compensated for by the corresponding fully absor
g ray. More problematic is the summing of radiation fro
different decays. However, since the counting rate was
for both cases, such summing is negligible.

Therefore the62Ga energy spectrum can be safely tak
as a reference for61Ga. Its high-energy part was fitted to th
four-parameter expression@28#

S~x!5N0~a1bx1x2!~x2x0!2,

whereN0 is an overall normalization,x is the channel num-
ber, anda, b, andx0 ~end point! are three unknown param

FIG. 3. The high-energy part of the positron spectra for62Ga(a)
and 61Ga(b) measured with the LEGe detector, under the condi
of coincidence with the Si detector and applying a prompt ti
window. The background corresponding to the delayed time w
dow ~see text! is subtracted. The analysis of the spectrum is sim
to that of Ref. @28#. The fitted functions are shown only in th
selected range.
1-3
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L. WEISSMAN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 044321
eters. Oncea, b, andx0 were determined for62Ga, they were
fixed for fitting the 61Ga spectrum. The latter was fitted by
nS(ax) function, wheren is an overall normalization anda
is a stretching factor. The fitting range was ‘‘stretched’’
the samea factor. As a result of this procedure the end po
of 61Ga is determined with respect to the one of62Ga
@QEC59171(26) keV@28##. The use of62Ga as reference
permits avoiding various systematic errors associated w
the energy loss of the positrons during passage of the t
the Si detector, the window of the vacuum chamber, and
dead layer of the LEGe, as well as summing effects with
511 keV g ray. The LEGe energy spectrum was calibrat
with various on-lineg sources up to 3795.1 keV (64Ga). The
end points of positron spectra of various on-line sources
to 12865 keV (20Na) were used to verify the general lineari
of the energy spectra up to very high energy. However,
end points were not used for energy calibration due to un
tainties in energy losses and summing effects. The resu
QEC for 61Ga is 9255~50! keV. The main errors in this mea
surement are the error inQEC(62Ga), the fit error, and the
uncertainty due to the slight variation of the fit result with t
fitting range. It was checked that the introduction of we
decay branches to the excited levels into the fitting funct
do not change the result of the fitting within the fit errors

IV. DISCUSSION

The decay and level scheme for the61Ga b1 decay are
presented in Fig. 4. The decay is dominated by a combi

FIG. 4. Theb1-decay scheme of61Ga. Nonobserved transition
are shown with dashed lines. The larger errors for the branch
ratios to the 88 keV and 124 keV levels are associated with
uncertain multipolarity of the corresponding transitions.
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fast mixed F-GT transition to the ground state of61Zn. All
other weak feedings to excited levels of61Zn correspond to
allowed GT transitions. The relative intensities of the nono
served weak 295.5, 633, and 337.5 keV transitions, kno
from @19,21#, were taken into account for calculating th
b-decay branching ratios. The main errors in the branch
ratios of decay to the excited levels are due to the poor
tistics in someg lines and the uncertainty in the detect
efficiency. Special consideration is needed for the lo
energy 88 keV and 124 keV transitions~see Table II!. In Ref.
@19# the angular distribution coefficientA2 for the 88 keVg
ray was found to be20.03. ThisA2 value corresponds to a
E2/M1 mixing ratio of either 0.2 or 3.8@29#. In the first case
the 88 keV transition is dominantly magnetic dipole and h
an internal conversion coefficient of'0.1; the second cas
corresponds to a dominantly electric quadruple transition
a high internal electron conversion coefficient of'0.9. The
corrected branching ratios for the decay to the 88 keV le
can be either 1.5% or 2.7% depending on the multipolar
Note that according to the systematics off p-shell mirror
nuclei, the feeding to the first excited level is always sligh
stronger than the branching ratios to the higher excited
els. Therefore the 2.7% value for the branching ratio may
assigned tentatively. A similar consideration can be app
to the 124 keV transition. However, the higher energy of t
transition makes the correction for internal conversion l
important. In spite of the significant errors in the branchi
ratio into excited levels, the ground-state feeding is de
mined quite accurately since the feeding to all other level
rather weak. The main error in the ground-state feed
comes from the uncertainty in the correction for internal co
version of the 88 keV transition. The nonobservation of t
1362 keVg ray indicates that a (3/22,5/22) assignment of
the 1362 keV level@21#, resulting in an allowedb1 decay to
this level, is probably not correct. Furthermore, nonobser
tion of the 61 keV transition from the60Cu 21 excited level
in theg spectra gives an upper limit for the proton emissi
probability of 0.25%.

The value obtained for the half-life is in a good agreem
with two previous measurements@14,23#. The new result for
QEC provides a significant improvement for the extrapolat
value of 8995~196! keV @30# and is in good agreement wit
the results of theoretical calculations, which give 9220@31#,
9262~50! @32#, and 9330 keV@33#.

The obtained values of the61Ga half-life andQEC are
important for further improvement of the modeling of th
astrophysicalrp process@41#. In particular, based on the
measuredQEC value of 61Ga and the known masses of61Zn
and 60Zn @30# the proton separation energySp(61Ga) can be
estimated as 193~55! keV. This value is somewhat smalle
than theSp from the recent mass evaluation, 454~196! keV
@30#, leading to a higher proton-capture cross section
60Zn, i.e., reducing the stellar half-life of this possible wa
ing point nucleus~see discussion in Ref.@42#!.

The GT-decay strengthB(GT) can be calculated for al
lowed transitions from the measuredf t value via the well-
known formula

g
e

1-4
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TABLE II. Branching ratios, logf t values, and the corresponding GT strength for the61Gab1 decay. The
presented values for the 88 keV and 124 keV levels are averaged over two possible multipolarites
corresponding transitions~see discussion!.

I p Eexpt ~keV! I b1expt ~%! logf texpt B(GT)expt Etheor ~keV! B(GT)theor

3/22 0 94~1! 3.69~2! 0.28~7! 420.2 0.35
1/22 88 2.1~9! 5.21~11! 0.04~1! 251.9 0.0068
5/22 124 1.0~3! 5.65~20! 0.02~1! 0 0.0012
3/22 418 1.3~2! 5.46~15! 0.02~1! 706.5 0.0034
5/22 756 0.8~2! 5.58~25! 0.02~1! 1352.6 0.00033
1/22 938 0.6~2! 5.67~33! 0.02~1! 1245.1 0.18
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B~GT!5
C

~ f 1t1 f ECt !~11d r !
2B~F !~12dc!,

whereC56145(4) s, (12dC) is the correction for isospin
impurity taken as 0.997~3!, and (11d r) is a radiative correc-
tion equal to 1.026@34#. The values of the Fermi integral fo
the positron decay f1 were obtained by averaging results
the calculations based on Refs.@35,36#. The fEC values for
the competing electron-capture process can be neglecte
further considerations. UsingB(F)51 for the mirror transi-
tion and B(F)50 for allowed GT transitions, theB(GT)
strengths are readily calculated.

The results for all observed values are presented in T
II together with the measured branching ratios and logf t val-
ues. They are compared with the predictions of large-sc
shell-model calculations obtained using the codeANTOINE

@37# and the effective interaction KB3G@38#. The full f p
shell was used as a valence space with a maximum of
nucleons being excited from thef 7/2 orbit to the rest of the
shell. This model space includes 52 463 690 slater dete
nants. The calculations use a value of the axial-vector c
pling constant,gA521.2670(35)@39#, and a quenching fac
tor of 0.74@40#. The presented results are in agreement w
the allowed character of a mirror transition and similar to
decay of other mirror nuclei in thef p shell. The measured
GT strength represents only a small part of the total G
strength value of 10.21 predicted by the shell-model cal
lation. However, sinceb1 decay is sensitive only to the G
strength of the low-lying levels, it is impossible to draw a
conclusion regarding the integrated GT strength. The ca
latedB(GT) value for the ground-state transition is in go
agreement with the experimental result. The shell-model
culations yield the61Ga half-life of 139 ms, again in good
agreement with the experiment.
t

cl.
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The measurement of the magnetic moments of
61Ga-61Zn mirror pair is not feasible at present. Such a me
surement would allow an estimation of the renormaliz
axial-vector constant@2#. On the another hand, accura
knowledge of logf t in a mirror decay allows for a prediction
of the magnetic moments. In Ref.@43# the authors derived
the relation between the magnetic moments and logf t based
on an analysis of 18 well-studied mirror decays. Using
relations from@43# we obtain the predictions for the mag
netic moments of 2.23(11)mN and 20.57(9)mN for 61Ga
and 61Zn, respectively. The magnetic moments obtained
the shell-model calculations are 1.96mN and20.34mN using
the effective gyromagnetic factorsgs50.75gbare

s , gp
l

51.1mN , andgn
l 520.1mN and 2.31mN and20.50mN using

bare gyromagnetic factors.
In conclusion, theb1 decay of61Ga to the mirror nucleus

61Zn has been studied. Pure Ga beams allowed for an a
rate determination of the half-life,QEC value, and GT
strength to low-lying transitions. The obtained results a
consistent with the systematic trend for mirror decays in
f p shell. Further experimental and theoretical efforts a
needed for extraction of the renormalized axial-vector c
stant.
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